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ABSTRACT

The generalization of the 't Hooft's A\ solution for every semisimple Lie algebra is
found. The solution depends on r-independent chains of linear self-dual systems (A,™), = (Aa"t)y,
(A,a)s = -(A,",) , (1 < a <, r ) ; the length of a chain is equal to 2ua + 1, where wa are the
indexes of the semisimple algebra and r is its rank. In the special case the O( 4)-invariant solutions
with instanton number equal to one arises.
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1. The famous ansatz of ADHM [ 1 ] decides the problem of constructing the instanton solutions
in principle. It can be proved that ansalz contains all instanton configurations of the general position.
Nevertheless, it is possible to write down an explicit form of solution and find relations between
numerical parameters (the number of which is much more than it is necessary) only in the case
of the A\ algebra and for the instanton number no greater than two. Therefore the problem of
constructing instanton solutions in the explicit form remains important for the present time.

This work is devoted to these problems. It is possible to generalize the so-called
't Hooft's solution (see for instance [2-3]) to the case of arbitrary semisimple Lie algebra and in
the special case to find 0(4) -invariant solution with topological charge equal to one. The solution
depends on r-independent linear self-dual systems, each of which contains 2 wa + 1 members,
where wa are the indexes of the semisimple algebra. The O(4) invariant solution, having no sin-
gularities in the whole four dimensional space, arises when the solutions of chains of linear systems
are simply numerical constants.

2. From the group of motion of four dimensional space (x\,zi,X},xt) e R( 4) let us choose
the group SU( 2) which transforms the pair complex coordinates y, z ( y = x\ + ixi, z = 13 + ixt)
as the components of the two-dimensional (spinor) representation of this group. The components of
conjugated spinor (z, —y) and any linear combination of the form (y+ Xi, z—Xy) are transformed
at the same way. The infinitesimal operators of this algebra L±,Lo(H) have the form

3 d d 8 d d .d d
dz dy dy dz ay dz dz dy (1)

The algebra al( 2, R) may be embedded in gauge algebra in many unequivalent ways. In this work
we shall use the so-called principal embedding, the infinitesimals operators of which are defined

as:

a-l a-1

where ac*, Xa are the generators of the simple roots and Cartan elements of a semisimple algebra,
t

ua= £ (k~x )a0 is the set of its indexes, it is the Cartan matrix and r is its rank. For more details

on the principal embedding, see for instance [4] (there it is called minimal).

The generators of a semisimple algebra can be decomposed into 2 multiples, i.e., they
may be marked by the "quantum numbers" (I, m) of irreducible representations of the sl{2, R)
algebra. We are interested in the solutions of self-dual equations, which are invariant with respect
to the total momentum a^J + L (see (1-2)). For this purpose we need our element LQ from the
algebra which satisfies the condition [Lo,&] = 0.

To construct such an element let us notice that from the components of a spinor we may
build(£+l vectors^ = (y + >«)"""( z -\y)a (0 < a < 2 £ ) which are transformed according
to the ( 2 £ + 1) -dimensional Representation of the algebra al{2,R). Contracting these vectors with
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generators of gauge algebra, having the same quantum numbers, we get the invariant L' connected
with the f-multiplet.

For instance, three basic vectors (z+\y)2, (z + Xfc)(y —Xi) , (y~ \z)2 arc transformed
according to the vector representation of the al( 2, R)) algebra and the corresponding invariant has
the form:

as can be verified by direct calculations.
T

In general, Lo = X) co ^0 • w n e r e summation is over all multiplets of the algebra.
10 - 1

As Lo is invariant with respect to the total momentum it is always possible to transform
i to the coordinate system where z = z = Q\y=y = Jl1/2; so Lo may be presented in the form

where

= Sexp J_\

vzS = exp-J+yexp J _R̂

t exp -J.\ S~l

pi n

(3)

J" is the highest vector of a-multiplet, having the properties

The last commutativity relations of the highest vectors belonging to different multiplets distin-
guishes the principal embedding from the Others.

3. Let us write the self-dual equations in Yang's form

where the elements G and / take values in the gauge group and gauge algebra respectively.

To integrate Eq.(4) it is necessary to solve the homogeneous Riemann problem

(4)

(5)

where Q* are the boundary values of analytical functions, taking values in the gauge group, and
are defined outside and inside of the contour c, respectively; Fo is an arbitrary function of three
variables Fo = Pa ( \ , y + \z, z — \y) taking values in the gauge algebra. The boundary condition
for (5) is i i * —> 1 + y when A -* oo. The point A = 0 is inside and the point \ = oo is outside of
the contour c. Using the usual methods for the Riemann problem it may be proved that Eqs.(4) are
fulfilled if we take G = 12 ~ |A-O , / = F, where ii ~, F are taken from the solution of the Riemann
problems.

If we want to find the solution of the self-dual equations, which are invariant with respect
to the total momentum S, we must take Fo in form (3), where ca are arbitrary functions of \ : ca =

Here we shall consider the more general case supposing that ca ~ ca( X, y + \z, * — \y).
The same arguments will be used for the function Lo(= Fo).

Now we shall solve the Riemann problem for this case. First of all, we exclude the
element S. which is \ independent and rewrite (5) in the form

From this moment we include the factor R"m (sec (3)) inca : ca R"'

Let us perform some indentical transformations:

exp Ec a J? exp >J_ = exp ZcaJ?- exp —— exp J_ exp I c a J+ T"exp H £n> exp —

Taking into account the commutativity of the highest vectors [ J", jf] = 0 and using the Sokhotsky-
Plcmelj formula, we have:

(exp Ie* J^ = (exp Ic." Ĵ J_n-)c = p(\) (6)

where CJ(X) = ra/^^V) : ((.c*M)c - (c;(X)) e = c ( X ) ) . All the factors on the left-
hand side of (6) are analytical outside c and the ones on the right-hand side - inside of c. Thus from
the Liouville theorem we may conclude that the function p( X) taking values in the gauge group
has in any representation the matrix elements, which are polynomial over X in the whole complex
plane.

The asymptotic condition fl+ —» 1 + £ allows us to find the coefficients of polynomials
of each matrix element and to solve the self-dual equations in the case under consideration.

4, To makcthe situation more clear we shall use the method of the previous section in the most
simple case of the At (SL(2 , R) gauge algebra. Let us parametrize the group element e^'^Q *
by Euler's angles: e J *' i ( l + = exp or J_ exp HTtxp fi J+ and take the elements J±,H in two
dimensional representation. Under these assumptions Eq.(6) takes the form:

co 0

where we have used the asymptotic expansion of the Cauchy integral at the finite point.
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and the asymptotical conditions eJ*tl+ —» 1 + %*£- + . . . , i.c.

From (7) we have

> '
i.e.

In the same way we get A) = —

To = ao = —Q +
Co

and for/we have:

co

After the necessary transformation f -* s~} fs (see (3)) and some trivial gauge transformation /
turns into the 't Kooft solution in its usual form:

<PO <PO

where <po, v>i, <(>i arc the members of the chain of the self-dual linear equations which are con-
nected with 4 , c{, c\ (from (3) and see after (7)) by the relations

t 1 1
- .

The instanton charge density for this solution q is

5. Let us proceed to the case of the algebra An. Its first fundamental representation is (n + 1)
dimensional and realized by (r>+ 1 x /t + 1) matrix with its determinant equal to one. Let us denote
by Af, (1 < a, 0 < n + 1) the matrix elements of e r / x £ l + (a is the number of the columns, 0
is the number of the rows).

From the asymptotic condition we have j4jj —» &$ + T* (£<J" = 0) and the solution of
Eq.(4) in our notations is

The highest vector of this representation 11 > is the column with unit on the first place and zeroes
on the others.

It will be convenient for us to change the form of generators (3) by the canonical trans-

formations

After this J l ( = J~) has all its matrix elements equal to zero except the matrix elements near
the main diagonal, which all equal unit, J*-zeroes except units at the second step from the main
diagonal and so on. In this representation eHtn x is a diagonal matrix having X»-2n+I on the main
diagonal (1 < a < n + 1 and an index one is on the left top comer of the matrix).

It is easy to verify that the (n+ 1) elements of the first column may be parametrized as

Ax = eJ-a'eJ-a»...e
J-a->- ex '7I >

a n d t h e a s y m p t o t i c c o n d i t i o n s d e t e r m i n e s the b e h a v i o u r o f t h e p a r a m e t e r s a j " t , r n e a r t h e p o i n t
X = o o , a s

l~j ^ • • \ " '

Using these notations let us write the first column of Eq.(6) in the following form

exp lc* J*_

exp J~ |t

Note that c, has die following expansion over X near the infinite point;

In agreement with (6) all the elements of the first column must have the polynomial dependence on
\.

At th*first step we obtain W 1 = PB = >" + X""1 pn_i + ... + po where the coefficients
p, are as yet unknown variables.

At the second step we have: c1 pn = pj^! , which must be a polynom of the degree (n— 1)
and so that the coefficients of the function cx p» must be zero for all the negative degrees of X. This
means that

So all the coefficients c\ n < a may be expressed through cj.0 < a < n— 1 and the coefficient of
the polynom pn. c'0,c\ (see asymptotic condition) are known, thus there appear(n — 2) additional
unknown variables c\,... c|_ t.
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The third step gives, by the same reasons, the equations

Co i C\ i <\. cf a r e known, so the number of unknown variables grows to n — 4 and so on for the [ J]
steps.

All the next steps do not add new unknown variables and we obtain the linear system of
algebraic equations, which allows to determine the unknown variables. The number of unknown
variables is ^p~ when nis odd, and Islll_ when n is even.

Let us give some examples which may explain and clarify the situation.

The first step is

The second step is

pi = \ + po

t cj
po = <*i = —ci + —

Co CD

which coincides with the detailed calculations given in Section 4.

n=2

The first step is

P2 = \2 + Xpi + po T? = pi .

The second step is

c [ + c | p ] +CoPO = 0 , (orfjo + cj + c'pj + CQPO = 0

The third step is

3" Pi + ^"po = 0(c! + ejej) + (c? + ^ - ) p, + 4 = 0

= 0 .

Using c£ from the second step we obtain the system of two linear algebraic equations from which
pi npo can be determined:

The next equation of the third step

after some transformations gives the possibility to determine af2

0 .

So the first column in the case of the algebra Ai allows us to determine the matrix elements
/ n , fn, fn of the solution of Eq.(4).

Let us now consider the second column. First of all A\ «= A* — 1 A\ = A] + 1, A\ =
A^( 2 < a < n + 2) and note that the column A\ has at infinity the asymptotical behaviour

In this case we may use the same parametrization as in the previous case and determine C, as

before.

The first step is

\2A* = A'A2, - v =
from here

The second step is:

c ' ^ + ^ V - 1 =cl\2AJ -cx

SO

The third step gives

( c 1 ) 2 \
X^-(c

-A + V* ?2 n r2

1-0

-2
C2 2 '
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The k-th step n > 3 gives

J-O

And as in the case of the first column the linear system of algebraic equations arises. Solving this

system we find / « , / » , - . . /s»fi of Eq.(4).

The situation with any t'th column is now clear.

The system of equations arising before (t - l)th step is

At the t step

and after the t step

t n+

The system of linear algebraic equations arising in this way gives us the possibility to find the
matrix elements of t'th column of matrix / - solution of the self-dual Eq.(4).

6. In this section we shall give the explicit form of the solution of Eq.(4) for the case of the

algebra Ai. We keep our notation c, for the members of length three chain (co, c\, a) and d, for

the members of length five chain (do, d\, di, <fj, d*). In these notations

/ », tn-1, *.. \

'•u
where the pairs (Pi po ) , (I/i, Vo ) (A11 A>fl) are the solutions of linear system of two equations:

\ *> + $ )' \cj' \ \ )

The right-hand side of these equations corresponds to the pairs (pi po ) , (y\ j» ) , (Mi no ) respec-
tively.

We see that / may have singularities in the finite points of fundamental space only when
the set of the system is zero: Det = d\R2 - dodtR2 - 4

Writing the expression for the determinant we have in mind dependence of ca on R,

which we have included in the determination of ca before.

If we give to all members of the chains constant values, we have, as was mentioned above,

0 ( 4 ) invariant solution of (4) . In this case if we choose c« < 0 and <£f — dadi < 0 we have

the constant sign of Det and the solution of the self-dual Eqs.(4) in the case of algebra Aj has no

singularities at all the points of the four-dimensional space.

7. The main result of the present work consists in the construction of the method of integrating
the self-dual equations under some symmetry conditions. The result is equivalent to the solution
of a linear system of algebraic equations. We have presented the solution for the series An. To
obtain the result for the series BH,Cn, G?, it is sufficient in our formulas to set c" = 0 for all odd
a. Then in the case n = 2 s we shall have the results of the series B,. in the case n = 2 s + 1 - for
the series C, and in the case n = 6, taking c1 *• c* = c3 = c6, we shall have the algebra Gi •

All other series appear from the series A , , for which the calculations are the same but
more complicated, because its first fundamental representation has two basic vectors of equal
height.

We do not give here the results of calculations for this series, because we are sure that

there exists an invariant method of calculation, which is appropriate to any semisimple algebra and

which may be extracted from the results of the present work.

It seems that the situation is the same as it was for the Toda chain: the solution was found
firstly by direct calculation [5] and only after this it was generalized to the case of arbitrary simple
algebras on the group theory background [6].

The problem, as it seems to the authors, is to formulate, in terms of parameters of element
of the group, the requirement (6) which the matrix elements of group in any representation be
polynomial over parameter \.
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